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During the past forty years, the process of emergency care and pre-hospital care has made remarkable      
progress.  In 1974, The University of Louisville medical school student newspaper ran an article entitled, 
“The State of the Emergency.”  EMS was just starting in Louisville at that time.  Before that, patients were 

loaded into the back of police station wagons and transported to the hospital without any care being given.  

       Looking back at Madison Courier articles from 1974, many tornadoes devastated a large 
portion of Madison.  During that event, injured people were transported by vehicles from the 
Lytle-Gans and other area funeral homes.  Yet, with this article, there was this notion that pre-hospital care was 
more than drive fast; we could and should provide treatment prior to arriving at the hospital, and it would have a 
positive effect on patient outcomes.

      A look at pre-hospital care today is remarkable compared to its 
humble beginnings.  Today, we have large, safe, clean ambulances for 
transport.  Those ambulances also come equipped to provide airway 
management and ventilator care, as well as drug interventions for cardiac 
cases; not unlike what is seen in an ICU setting.  Stratified care is the 
norm now, and our emergency personnel can identify cardiac patients 
that need immediate intervention and provide direct transport by either 
ground or air.  These same capabilities can also be said for trauma 
and stroke care.

      Most important, of course, is the people.  Our staff is composed of 
Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT) and Paramedics who are 
highly skilled.  So, like the old TV ad said: “You’ve come a long way baby!”  
Much like giant leap forward for transport and care, so too has the 
education required.  EMTs and Paramedics spend hundreds of hours 
on initial and continuing education required to maintain competency 
for their ongoing EMS certification and licensure.

      Our team is committed to providing quality pre-hospital care. 
This report will detail the services that King’s Daughters’ Health 
Emergency Medical Services (EMS) provide to our city, county, 
and surrounding areas.  

     In an effort to understand the 
productivity of KDH EMS currently, it 
is important to, again, reflect on some 
historical data.  Formal 
statistical tracking for EMS began in 
2006.  Below is a graphical 
representation of the overall call volume 
of the service, the number of inter-facility 
transfers as a piece of that overall volume, 
and the inter-facility transfer volume.  
KDH EMS not only provides emergency 
(911) services, they also provide 
transportation to patients needing a level 
of care not available at KDH.
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Community Service / Value

In the late 1980s, KDH began 
operating its EMS program to benefit
Jefferson County.  

Since 1997, KDH has fully funded its 
EMS service, saving Jefferson County 
(residents) hundreds of thousands of 
dollars per year.  

Beyond emergency responses, KDH
EMS actively serves the community
by attending local sporting events
and community activities - please see
next page, lower right corner.

An average ambulance costs around
$200,000 (truck/equipment).  On 
average, KDH replaces an ambulance 
every year.



Since we have a grasp on the historical big picture, let’s look at the 2017 statistics.  

EMS operates 24/7/365, but there are definitely times 
and days that are busier than others as shown below: Educational Program Offerings:

• KDH EMS is an IDHS certified EMS training 
institution at the ALS level. They provide 
educational offerings to all levels of EMS: 
Emergency Medical Responder (formerly First 
Responder), EMT, Advanced EMT, and Paramedic.  
Each level requires not only initial training for 
certification but also continuing education and skills 
verification for continued certification 
every 2 years.
• KDH EMS has partnered with Ivy Tech Community 
College of Indiana, Madison Campus to be a field 
clinical site for EMT and Paramedic students, as well 
as to provide staff for teaching.

Community Events:
KDH EMS is active in providing standby EMS coverage 
for many community events.  These events include but 
are not limited to:
  • High School/ Jr. High Sporting events
  • Madison Regatta
  • July 4th events like the Firecracker 5k/10k
  • Old Court Days
  • Madison Chautauqua
  • Run the Falls 5K

Transport Area:
KDH EMS transports patients to a variety of facilities.  
Our radius stretches as far north as Indianapolis, east to 
Cincinnati (Ohio), south to Louisville (Ky) and west to 
Bloomington (IN) .  These facilities include both specialty 
care centers as well as skilled nursing facilities.



EMS facts:
• The average response time for KDH EMS in 2017 was 7.6 minutes with a national standard of 8 minutes per the NFPA 
   1710_5.3.3.4.2 standard (NFPA, 2009).
• Successful orotracheal intubation rate of 80% with a 100% success rate of overall airway control
• KDH EMS had 68 Out of Hospital Cardiac Arrests (OHCA), with 10 having Return of Spontaneous Circulation (ROSC). 
   National OHCA data from the American Heart Association for 2012-2016 shows that only10.7% will survive to hospital 
   discharge.  (American Heart, n.d.)
• STEMI care in the pre-hospital setting is evolving as well.  EMS consistently met their goal of obtaining a 12-lead ECG with
    in 10 minutes of arrival on scene. Field Transmission of the 12 leads also became reality this past year with the addition of 
   Wi-Fi hotspots on each ambulance.
• Pre-hospital Stroke evaluation captured 10 patient’s experiencing stroke like symptoms, 4 were able to meet criteria for 
   direct transfer to tertiary care from the scene.
• Purchased a new Hamilton T-1 critical care transport ventilator for critical patients.  This was an upgrade from the previous 
   ventilator and allowed for more functionality and adjustment to the patient’s needs during transfer to a tertiary care facility.

EMS Personnel:
Currently EMS is staffed by 52 EMS personnel and 4 EMS certified Dispatchers.  At any given time two ambulances are 
staffed as well as a paramedic chase vehicle.  During the week an additional ambulance is staffed between 9 a.m. and 9 p.m. as 
that correlated with the peak call volumes.    
Shane Williams, EMS Director
Shane began his EMS career in 1987 as a Nationally Registered EMT, following it with attaining his National Registry 
Advanced EMT cert in 1988.  In late 1992, Shane joined KDH EMS as a PRN EMT while working as a full time firefighter at 
the Greater Cincinnati Northern Kentucky International airport.  Shane holds an Associate of Science degree in General 
Education as well as a Bachelor of Science in Fire Engineering.  In 2002 he completed his paramedic training and 
transitioned to that role at KDH EMS.  In 2008, he assumed the role of Director for the department. 
Carmen Elliott, EMS Clinical Supervisor
Carmen began her EMS career in 1999 in Ripley County.  In 2005, after completing her paramedic certification, she came to 
work for KDH EMS.  She was promoted to Chief Paramedic and began to formally track the departmental CQI statistics. She 
also teaches continuing education courses for KDH EMS personnel, Jefferson County First Responders as well as medical 
education courses for the community.  She also assists in teaching paramedic classes for Ivy Tech Community College, 
Madison Campus.  Carmen has a background in biology for which she holds a Bachelor’s degree.  Additionally, she holds 
an Associate of Science degree in Nursing and a Master of Science degree in Athletic Training.  Carmen currently holds the 
status of ABD for her Ph.D. in Leadership.

Office/Dispatch Supervisor:  Debbie Stidham

EMS Field Supervisors:           EMS Certified Dispatchers:          
Ronald Bennett         Hugh Garner       April Jarrett               Laura Black  Karen Joyce         
Scott Stevens      Mark Storm          Brittany Luers    Dean Stidham

EMTs
Hannah Adams          Elizabeth Campbell               Jenna Carnes                     Katie Clerkin  James Couch              Tina Ferguson                       
David Gibson              Kasandra Gootee         Jacqueline Hartman        Trevor Humphrey             Tom Johnson             Warren Lucas
Duane Miller               Patrick Noblin                         Courtney Owens               Joey Owens   Tammy Owens           William Schafer                     
Scott Shipman       Jessica Trueblood      

Advanced EMT
John Higgins                Marie Hunt                  Wendi Monroe                    Steven Parker                     Brittany Spicer                Alison Watkins                   

Paramedic
Kendall Bear                Ronald Bennett              Michael Bird                       Zachary Brogan         Johnny Collins             David Dilk                     
Hugh Garner               James Hendrick Amanda Honnert             Emily Hurr                          Marry Jeffers                Jonathan Keel
Luke Lamar                  Joe Michna                      Renda Mills                         Becky Royce         Glenn Scott                   Teresa Wise                   
Allie Wright                                  

2017 Team Members


